NIE Doctoral Fellowship (NIE-DF) – 2023-24

Date: 24th Aug 2023

Circular

1. Interested candidates shall contact the Eligible Research Supervisors from The National Institute of Engineering (NIE) from the respective Departments/Research Centers.

2. Application shall be applied to “The Principal, NIE, Mysuru” upon contacting the Research Supervisors from The National Institute of Engineering (NIE) from the Respective Departments/Research Centers
   - Application shall contain Candidate covering letter, resume, interested broad area of research, research supervisor under whom candidate interested to work.
   - Hardcopy of the application shall send to “The Principal, NIE, Mysuru”, on envelope subscribe “Application for NIE-DF & Department name”
   - Softcopy of the application shall send to Google form (https://forms.gle/Vm3MZejYdUNsnAuE6)

3. Availability of the NIE-Doctoral Fellowship (NIE-DF) is based on the requirements from the Department/Research Center.

4. The Eligibility for the NIE-DF shall be VTU-ETR score as per VTU Norms (Mandatory requirement)

5. The academic and admission process will be as per VTU Norms.

6. The selection of full time PhD research scholars for NIE-DF will be based on recommendation of the NIE-DF Expert Committee.